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In Allen (2021), we examined bias in Facebook’s 10-trillion cell URLs dataset hosted with research 
consortium Social Science One caused by censoring any URL with less than 100 public shares from the 
data. The data includes the number of views, clicks, shares, comments, likes, loves, angers, hates, sorrys, 
and wows on Facebook, as well political identity, country, age, gender (and a few additional attributes) 
for every URL shared publicly 100 or more times since January 1, 2017. Just a few weeks after the 
publication of Allen (2021), on September 10, 2021, Facebook announced there was a major error in the 
U.S. data the company provided to Social Science One. Instead of including all site users, Facebook had 
accidentally excluded data from Facebook users who had no detectable political leanings—a group that 
amounts to roughly half of Facebook’s users in the U.S. (Timberg, 2021). Eager to determine how this 
error may have impacted our analyses, we accepted an invitation from the Academic Partnership team at 
Facebook to review the work we had just published, and get access to the corrected data as soon as 
possible. Both our team and this team at Facebook, sought to replicate our initial findings (our updated 
findings, published in this Addendum, match what Facebook found in their own analysis). 

The main finding of Allen (2021) was that the descriptive statistics from the Facebook URLs dataset 
overstate the percentage of clicks on Facebook that are fake news, and news overall, by as much as four 
times (4x). This happens because the data is censored to URLs with 100 or more public shares, and 
conditional on being viewed, fake news URLs are more likely be shared publicly than not-fake news URLs, 
inflating the percentage of fake news in all manners of engagement in the Social Science One data versus 
all of Facebook. Yet, despite the magnitude of the data omission (roughly 50% of the population, not 
missing at random), our initial result that fake news consumption on Facebook is inflated in the Social 
Science One URLs data relative to a representative sample remains unchanged. However, the level of 
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overstatement has decreased slightly (from 4x to 3x) due to a lower level of fake-news consumption in 
the Social Science One dataset. Indeed, Figure 1 shows that there is a slightly lower percentage of fake 
news and not-fake news clicks in the updated Social Science One data compared to the original data. 

 

 
Figure 1. Estimated percentage of clicks on Facebook for fake news, not-fake news, not-news using the raw Facebook URLs 

data from January 2017 through December 2018. Solid lines are from the original paper and dashed lines are the same output 
updated to reflect Facebook’s correction to Social Science One data.  

 
The main goal of the original paper was to show how the censoring of the Social Science One Facebook 
data inflated the percentage of fake news clicks. We did this by reconciling the Social Science One data 
with other representative datasets on which we had performed a censoring process similar to that done 
on the updated Social Science One dataset (i.e., the excluded users clicked on fake news at a much lower 
rate than the users in the original data). Table 1 recreates the key table in Allen (2021) (also Table 1) where 
we show how similar the Social Science One results (column b1) are to either censoring our representative 
sample to the URLs that made it into the Social Science One data (column c) or censoring the 
representative sample using CrowdTangle’s censoring (column d).  

In the original paper, we got an estimate of 10% fake news clicks for the Social Science One dataset, 
which was somewhat above the 7% for the other two methods designed to mimic the censoring process. 
However, with the updated data, we got an updated estimate of 7% fake news clicks for the Social Science 
One data (column b2), which matches the other two methods exactly. The closing of the gap between the 
estimates actually helps to address questions from our initial paper about whether other differences 
between the datasets, like mobile vs. desktop use, could be responsible for the discrepancies between 
the prevalence estimates. Now that the estimates match more closely, we are even more confident that 
it is the censoring process that is responsible for the difference in fake news prevalence estimates 
between the Social Science One dataset and the other representative datasets.  
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Table 1. Estimated percentage of clicks on Facebook for fake news, not-fake news, and not-news under 
various data and assumptions in December 2018. Red column is added to reflect Facebook’s correction to 

Social Science One data. 
 

 
(a) Nielsen: 
from Facebook  

(b1) Facebook 
URLs dataset, 
Old Version 

(b2) Facebook 
URLs Dataset, 
New Version 

(c) Nielsen: in 
Facebook URLs 
Dataset 

(d) Nielsen: 
>100 
CrowdTangle 
Public Shares 

Fake-News 2.50% 10% 7% 7% 7% 

Not-Fake News 24% 38% 36% 39% 42% 

Not-News 74% 52% 57% 55% 51% 

 
When Facebook announced this error in their Social Science One data there was concern among 
researchers that the error could further erode trust in the data that Facebook provides about the use of 
its platform; Social Science One itself was announced in an effort to foster trust in the wake of the 
Cambridge Analytica scandal (Alba, 2021). Yet, we can report that the error actually made Facebook 
overstate the percentage of clicks on fake news, casting Facebook in a worse light than the reality. And 
luckily, this error did not appear to have altered our results substantially.  
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